TOTAL CARE

we care so you don’t have to

Service by professionals has its advantages. It is based on expertise and leaves nothing to chance, taking care of all your specific needs. And it is cost-effective, thanks to streamlined processes. Deliver yourself to Total Care by Atlas Copco.

The best service value

Total Care keeps your compressed air equipment running in optimal condition, taking all maintenance off your hands. It includes all service visits as well as proactive repairs, except element overhauls. Total Care is your recipe for more uptime, better energy efficiency and increased reliability, all at a predictable cost.
Sustainability in service

Expert maintenance not only upholds the initial performance of your equipment. It also ensures air quality stays on-spec, protecting down-stream equipment and end products. And it keeps the environmental footprint of your compressed air system as small as it should be.

“Total Care is a dependable solution: stable compressed air supply within a totally transparent budget.”

ASK YOURSELF…

What is the risk of not having Total Care?
If you handle maintenance yourself, the risk of suddenly increasing costs could jeopardize your budget. Unforeseen repairs mean unplanned interruptions and high costs. With Total Care, your compressor is kept in prime shape while all costs are fixed in advance.

How does Total Care reduce service downtime?
Diagnosing a problem and ordering the right parts can be a time-consuming effort, resulting in prolonged downtime and lost production. Total Care includes troubleshooting, parts and service tool delivery and expert service, all within a quick and efficient workflow.

What level of support do I get with Total Care?
For Service Plan customers, all the relevant compressor data are known to Atlas Copco. This enables us to respond quickly to your needs. Thanks to our experienced engineers and the genuine parts that were designed for your compressor, reliability remains at the highest level. Proactive interventions and priority support: it’s all part of the service value you get with Total Care.

How does Total Care contribute to lower energy costs?
Without timely service, the wear of consumables may increase the energy consumption of your compressors. Within a Total Care Plan, Atlas Copco service engineers know exactly when to replace parts and what checks to perform. Thanks to SMARTLINK monitoring, you can keep track of the efficiency of your compressed air system without even visiting the compressor room.

It’s a deal!

Don’t spend your valuable time worrying about your compressor equipment or your operational costs. Sign up for the certainty of Total Care.

Contact your Atlas Copco representative today!